Data-driven dependency parsers need a large annotated corpus to learn how to generate dependency graph of a given sentence. But annotations on structured corpora are expensive to collect and requires a labor intensive task. Active learning is a machine learning approach that allows only informative examples to be selected for annotation and is usually used when the number of annotated data is abundant and acquisition of more labeled data is expensive. We will provide a novel framework in which a committee of dependency parsers collaborate to improve their efficiency using active learning techniques. Queries are made up only from uncertain tokens, and the annotations of the remaining tokens of selected sentences are voted among committee members.
Introduction
Emerging digital libraries must manage not only surrogates for traditional publications (such as PDF and HTML files) but the data-sets associated with, and sometimes derived from, these traditional publications. Linguistic annotations such as part of speech and syntactic function of the words are increasingly important for students of language. These annotations are, however, expensive to collect in the best case when native speakers are readily available. Developing such databases of annotations for historical languages, where no native speakers are alive and where few have even developed advanced language skills; the process becomes even more expensive. This paper describes how such linguistic data can be extracted automatically and lays the foundations for smart digital libraries that can not only offer preservation and access, but also generate fundamental data.
In the occasions that the number of annotated data is abundant and acquisition of more labeled data is expensive, using active learning techniques is one of the promising approaches. Active learning is a machine learning approach that allows only informative examples to be selected for labeling. The main idea of utilizing active learning is that the learner can achieve better performance with fewer training data if it can choose the examples it needs to learn from in an intelligent manner.
Active learning has been successfully applied to many of natural language processing applications such as information extraction (Jones et al., 2003; Culotta et al., 2006) , named entity recognition (Kim et al., 2006; Velachos, 2006; Laws and Schütze, 2008) , part of speech tagging (Argamon-Engelson and Dagan, 1999; Ringger et al., 2007) , text classification (Schohn and Cohn, 2000; Tong and Koller, 2002; Hoi et al., 2006) , word segmentation (Sassano, 2002) and word-sense disambiguation (Zhu and Hovy, 2007) .
In this paper we investigate active learning techniques that can be used for dependency parsing to help us reach better performance with cheaper annotation cost. The main motivation of this work is, as McDonald and Nivre showed in (McDonald and Nivre, 2007) , different parsers generate different models that produce different types of errors. Hence, when two or more parsers agree about annotation of a token it is not worth to spend a budget to know its true annotation. We will provide a novel framework in which a committee of dependency parsers collaborate to improve their efficiency using active learning techniques. In each round of annotation, the committee of parsers select a few tokens they disagree most from uncertain selected sentences. An expert then annotates the chosen tokens, and the committee members vote about the annotations of the rest of the tokens of the selected sentences.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We briefly review active learning and pool-based sampling as a commonly used framework of active learning in section 2. We also talk about different querying scenarios for pool-based active learning. In section 3, we bring a literature survey of applications of active learning for the task of dependency parsing. We also introduce an uncertainty sampling framework with a different confidence measure as a baseline to compare and evaluate our methods. We introduce our proposed methods of committee-based active learning for dependency parsing in section 4. The experimental results are presented in section 5 and show that we can gain better results using a committee-based strategy. We conclude this paper at section 6 with a brief summary of the findings and an outline of the future work.
Active Learning
Active learning is one of the mostly used applied machine learning techniques. In an active learning framework, the learner is able to ask an oracle, a domain expert, about the annotations of only those unlabeled instances that could help it to improve itself.
Pool-based sampling (Lewis and Gale, 1994) is one of the basic scenarios for active learning. It is usually used when there is a small set of labeled data L and a large pool of unlabeled data U. In each round, instances are chosen from U according to a selection strategy, and their labels are asked from an oracle. Then, the labeled instances are added to L. This process is repeated until there are enough annotated data at L.
At the heart of each active learning scenario there is a query strategy that formulates how the next instances should be selected to be queried for their labels. There are different query strategies in the literature. Two of commonly used query strategies are uncertainty sampling and query-by-committee.
The simplest and most commonly used method for selecting samples to be annotated is uncertainty sampling (Lewis and Gale, 1994) . In uncertainty sampling, after training a model using existing labeled data in L, it is used to predict the labels of instances in U. Then the learner selects the instances about whose labels it is less confident.
Another approach for sample selection is query-bycommittee (Sebastian Seung and Sompolinsky, 1992) (QBC). In a QBC framework, the system contains a committee of c competing models M = θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ c all trained on the current labeled data set L. Then each of the committee members votes on the label of examples in U. The query contains the samples about which committee members most disagree.
We refer the interested reader to look at Settels (Settles, 2009) for a comprehensive survey of active learning in general and to Olsson (Olsson, 2009 ) for a literature survey of active learning in the context of natural language processing.
Active Learning for Dependency Parsing
There are two common approaches for the selection of samples to be queried: sentence-wise sample selection and token-wise sample selection.
In sentence-wise sample selection, the learner selects full sentences that it is not confident about their parsing to be annotated. Tang et al. (Tang et al., 2002) and Hwa (Hwa, 2004) use sentence entropy, calculated based on the n-best parses of a sentence S, to measure the uncertainty of each sentence. The k uncertain sentences are selected for the annotation. Lynn et al. (Lynn et al., 2012) use QBC-based active learning for bootstrapping a dependency bank at the sentence level.
Another approach is to select only some parts of a sentence for the annotation rather than full sentences. Sassano and Kurohashi (Sassano and Kurohashi, 2010) use the score that parser assigns to dependencies to select uncertain dependencies for the task of Japanese dependency parsing. They utilize syntactic constraints of Japanese to decide about annotations of the rest of dependencies. Mirroshandel and Nasr (Mirroshandel and Nasr, 2011) use a combined active learning strategy to select uncertain tokens for the annotation. They first calculate each sentence entropy based on the n-best scores that the parser generates for each sentence. After selecting k most uncertain sentences, they calculate the attachment entropy for every token of each sentence. Given the n-best parse of a sentence S, they compute the attachment entropy of token w based on the number of its possible governors in the n-best parse. They use parser annotations for the rest of tokens of selected sentences.
We use the same idea of selecting uncertain sentences first and then choosing some parts of those sentences for the annotation. But the contribution of our work is that unlike (Mirroshandel and Nasr, 2011) work, we use a committee of parsers rather than only one parser. The parsers of committee collaborate with each other to choose the next set of tokens to be queried, and decide about the annotation of remaining set of tokens. We also use a different query method and uncertainty measure to select the tokens. In this paper we extend our approach in (Majidi and Crane, 2013) . We provide a solid algorithm and investigate the effect of number of selected tokens for query.
Uncertainty Sampling Word Selection
We set uncertainty sampling word selection as a baseline to compare our work with it. The confidence measure that we use for uncertainty sampling is KD-Fix, K-draws with fixed standard deviation, proposed in (Mejer and Crammer, 2011) . KD-Fix is a stochastic method to generate K alternatives for the best labeling. Given a model parameter µ learned by the parser, a Gaussian probability distribution with an isotropic covariance matrix, Σ = sI, is defined over that, w ∼ N (µ, Σ). Then a set of K weight vectors w i are drawn, and each one outputs a single alternative labeling. If y (i) w , i = 1, . . . , K be the K alternative labeling generated for token w andŷ w be the actual predicted label by the model, the confidence in the labelŷ w is defined as :
Along parsing the sentences in U we have the parser to generate the confidence score for each edge that shows the parser confidence on the correctness of that edge (token). We assign the confidence score of each sentence as the average confidence score of its tokens. Then we rank the sentences of U based on the computed confidence score and select k sentences with least confidence score. For each of these k sentences we choose l tokens with the least confidence score among the tokens of that sentence. We ask the expert to annotate the selected tokens (head and relation), and the trained parser annotates rest of the tokens. Finally these k annotated sentences are added to L.
Committee-Based Active Learning for Dependency Parsing
We use a committee of c parsers in the active learning framework. Each parser is first trained, using labeled pool L, and then predicts the head and the relation to the head of every instance in unlabeled pool U. We show the head prediction of parser P i for token w as h(P i , w), and its relation prediction as r(P i , w). Here we assume that the head and relation of token w are predicted independently. The trained parsers parse a separate test set T and their parsing accuracy on the test set is computed. U A(P i ) shows the unlabeled accuracy of parser P i and LA(P i ) shows its labeled accuracy. Unlabeled accuracy is the percentage of correct head dependencies, and labeled accuracy is the percentage of correct relations for the correct dependencies that the parser predicts.
To select the next tokens to be included in the query, two entropy measures, HE(w) and RE(w), are computed as the confidence score of each token w:
is the head vote entropy of token w in which h j varies over all of the head values assigned to token w and V (h j , w) is the number of votes assigned to h j as the head of token w:
In a same way, we calculate the relation vote entropy for token w:
RE(w) is the relation vote entropy of token w and r j varies over all of the relations assigned to token w. U (r j , w) is the number of votes assigned to r j as the relation of token w to its head.
The entropy measure of token w is computed as the mean value of the head entropy and relation entropy:
Finally, for a sentence S we assign the average entropy value of all its tokens as the sentence entropy:
Single Parser Prediction
After computing the confidence score of each token and sentence in U, we select k sentences with most entropy value. For each sentence we ask the expert to annotate l tokens that has the highest entropy. Here, we select one of the parsers as the main parser and use it to annotate the rest of the words of those k selected sentences and add them all to L.
Weighted Committee Prediction
In this section we use the same querying strategy as the previous one to select l tokens of k sentences with higher entropy value to be annotated by the expert. But for predicting the labels of the rest of the words, we run a majority voting among the parsers. The vote of each parser P i for predicting the head and relation of each token is weighted by its labeled and unlabeled accuracy, LA(P i ) and U A(P i ), and the label of each token is set to the one that has majority of votes among parsers. Algorithm 1 shows the QBC active learning for dependency parser.
Experiments
To evaluate the proposed method, we set up 5 different experiments. In the first two ones, we select the tokens that should be annotated randomly. In one case we first select sentences randomly from unlabeled pool, and then we choose some random tokens of each selected sentence and ask for their labels. The trained parser annotates the rest of the words. In another case, we have a committee of parsers that vote about the annotations of the rest of the words of sentences that should be added to the labeled pool. In the third experiment, we try the query by uncertainty sampling with the confidence measure that we discussed earlier in 3.1. We set up these three experiments as baselines with which we compare the proposed method. The last two experiments are related to the QBC active learning. In one case we use only one of the parsers of the committee to predict the rest of the tokens of selected sentences that we do not choose for expert Algorithm 1 QBC Active Learning for Dependency Parsing with Committee Prediction L ← Initial labeled training set U ← Unlabeled pool T ← Test set C ← P 1 , . . . , P c // A committee of c parsers repeat
Query the expert l least confident tokens of s Vote among parsers for annotations of the rest of tokens of s Add new annotated sentence to I L ← L ∪ I U ← U − S until U is empty or some stopping criteria is not met return C, L annotation. The latter case is an implementation of algorithm 1. All parsers of committee decide together about the annotation of those tokens. The votes of each parser are weighted by its accuracy on the test set.
We use MSTParser (McDonald et al., 2005) as the main parser in each experiment that only needs one parser. To set up the QBC experiments, we make a committee of three parsers including MSTParser, Mate parser (Bohnet, 2010) and DeSR parser (Attardi, 2006) .
Corpora
In our experiments we use data sets from Ancient Greek Dependency Treebank (Bamman et al., 2009) and TUT corpora (Bosco et al., 2000) . The Ancient Greek Dependency Treebank (AGDT) is a dependency-based treebank of literary works of the Archaic and Classical age published by Perseus. It includes 13 texts of five Greek scholars from which we select Sophocles' works. TUT corpora has been organized in five sections. Here we use the Wiki section that includes 459 sentences, randomly chosen from the Italian version of the Wikipedia. Table 1 shows the number of sentences and tokens for both data sets.
Experimental Setup
In each experiment we divide whole sentences of a text in two random training and test sets. Training set has 75% of the sentences of the text. We also divide the training set to two pools L and U. Initially we put 10% of training data in L as the labeled pool and the rest go to unlabeled pool U. In each iteration we select 10% of unlabeled sentences in initial training set from U and after having their annotations add them to L.
For every text, we replicate each experiment for 10 different random seeds. Figure 1 shows the learning curve for unlabeled dependency parsing of the Wiki data set when 10 tokens per sentence are selected for annotation. x arrow grows with the number of tokens in training set, and y arrow shows the test set accuracy 1 that the main parser, MSTParser, can achieve 2 . We can observe that the methods which use an active query strategy do a better job than those methods which are based on random selection strategy. Among active learning methods, QBC strategy works better than the rest. One explanation could be the way that the queries are selected. Since each parser generates a different model, they can make different types of errors. The selected query by the committee is the one that most of the members have difficulty on that, and hence knowing its label is more informative. We run one-tailed, paired t-tests to test if these differences are statistically 1 The percentage of correct head dependency predictions 2 Our experiments on Sophocles show the same behavior. But due to the lack of space we do not report them here. significant. The t-tests run for the best performance that each of the methods can achieve after the final loop of active learning. The number of selected tokens, variable l in algorithm 1, has a direct effect on the performance that we get. To investigate how many tokens we need to select, we plot the learning curves for both the Wiki and Sophocles when different number of tokens have been selected. Figure 2 shows the learning curves of unlabeled dependency parsing for Wiki and Sophocles. It compares QBC and random selection scenarios when 1, 5, and 10 words are selected. Solid lines depict QBC strategy and dashed ones show random selec- tion. One can see that when we only select one token per sentence, both active learning and random selection strategies perform almost the same. When we increase the number of selected tokens to 5 and then 10, we observe that for Sophocles active learning approach can achieve better than random selection. For the Wiki, selecting 10 tokens randomly is almost the same as selecting 5 tokens with active learning. One reason could be the length of the sentences in each data set. As we can see in table 1, the average sentence length in the Wiki is as twice as the average sentence length of Sophocles. Table 3 reports the percent of the expert's annotated tokens that we have in the training set after the final loop of active learning. When only 1 token per sentence is selected in each round, only less than 10% of total tokens in final training set have gold standard label. Therefore one should not expect that the active learning approach performs better than random selection. For the Wiki data set that has long sentences, 32 tokens per sentence in average, when 5 tokens from each uncertain sentence are selected, we finally reach a point that only 15% of tokens have gold standard label and the random selection of 10 tokens is doing better than that. But as Sophocles has smaller number of tokens per sentence, 12 tokens per sentence in average, selecting 5 uncertain tokens from each sentence will lead us to a point that finally more than 40% of tokens in the training set have gold standard label, and hence active learning has better performance even better than the case Data set 1-token 5-token 10-token Sophocles 8% 41% 83% Wiki 3% 15% 31% that 10 tokens per sentence are selected randomly.
Experimental Results

Conclusions and Future Work
We have set up an active learning framework with a committee of dependency parsers. The experimental results show that using a committee of parsers, we can reach better accuracy with less cost of annotation than the case where there is only one parser with uncertainty sampling. We are currently working on a model that instead of a single oracle we have a committee of experts with different levels of expertise. We want to build a model to combine the annotation of those experts together and send that feedback for the parser.
